FLORIDA!

Key Largo is known as the __ capital of the world
The Florida __ stretch 150 miles out into the Gulf of Mexico
Birthplace of Sidney Poitier, Ben Vereen, and Janet Reno
The state has two unrelated waterways named Withlacoochee __
State motto: "In God We __"; the state song is "Swanee River"
Industries include tourism, electronics and agriculture, especially __
Florida is the __ southernmost state, after Hawaii
The highest point is a hill in __ County, 345 feet above sea level
Bordered by Georgia, __, the Atlantic Ocean and the Gulf of Mexico
Large marine mammal that can eat 15% of its body weight daily
The Florida __ is an endangered state animal; about 50 remain
Florida has many beaches, both on the Gulf of Mexico and the __
The fourth most __ state, after California, New York and Texas
The Muscogee and __ tribes were the original inhabitants
Home of the 2002 Superbowl Champion Buccaneers
St. __ is the oldest permanent European settlement in North America
Cape __ is home of NASA's famous launching facility
Ernest __ wrote some of his works at his home in Key West
Most of the state is located on a long __, surrounded by water
Once endangered, now are a nuisance, especially to small pets
The world's only place where alligators and crocodiles coexist
Florida and neighboring states occasionally encounter damaging __
Large, nearly-circular large lake north of the Everglades
__ in Orlando is one of the leading tourist attractions in the world
National Park of islands and coral reefs, 70 miles west of Key West
Florida is named for the Spanish term for flowers, by __, 1513
The capital city in the Florida panhandle, below Georgia
The most populated city in the state, near the Georgia border
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